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Pandemics

What are the causes  
and cures of pandemics?
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Intro

In a pandemic, people around the 
world get sick at the same time.

To understand pandemics,  
we begin where life starts.
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Amazingly, each of us starts  
as one cell with a set of DNA  

instructions.  DNA makes and connects 
trillions of cells in each one of us.
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DNA is also the user guide on  
how cells work, alone and

all together.

With DNA, cells are able to function by  
themselves.  It is amazing how DNA directs 

cells to integrate and all work together.
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Pandemics are personal. Our war 
against worldwide sickness, starts  

within our own cells.  Let`s look  
at three causes of pandemics.

bacteria

virus

cancer
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ONE, Bacteria

They are single cell life forms.
Bacteria are tiny.  They are just  
a few millionths of a meter long.

The size of bacteria is measured in  
micro-meters that are millionths of a meter.
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Bacteria come in
sphere, rod and spiral shapes. 

Most bacteria don’t bother humans.
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Here are examples of bacteria. 

lactobacillus

pneumoniaspoil food
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Some good bacteria in my  
gut help me digest food.

Actually, If we add up all the bacteria we have in 
and on us, they weigh about the same as our brain. 

fair use

normal flora
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Good Bacteria help people  
make cheeses and  yogurts.
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Bad Bacteria cause  
diseases like TB, Pneumonia

and Strep Throat.

Pneumonia
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Bacteria spread by splitting  
in two.  With the right, optimal  
conditions, bacteria can double  

their numbers every 20 minutes!

Replication
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Immune System

So how do our bodies fight bad  
bacteria?  Daily, deep inside us,  

our immune system is at war.
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Our bones have marrow that  
make special soldier cells. 
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We know about the tiny “pipes”  
that move our blood inside us.   

This is called the circulation system.

veins arteries
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Well!  There is also another  
set of tubes inside us  

that help us fight diseases.  

Lymph
System

Lymph is  
a clear liquid 
that contains 
our soldier 

cells.
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Once, our bodies find bacteria  
inside us, our cells make 

special proteins called antibodies. 
They identify the invaders.

bact
eri

a

antibodies

antigens

Germs are micro-organisms or  
microbes that cause sickness.
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Via the lymph “highway”, our  
bodies sends out soldier cells
to kill the bacteria inside us.

Soldier cells are also called phagocytes.   
When they kill the germs,  
it is called phagocytosis.
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If our bodies kill the germs faster 
than the bacteria multiplies,  

then we get healthy.
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But sometimes the bacteria wins. 
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TWO, Plague - Bacteria Pandemic

In the Middle Ages, bacteria caused  
a pandemic called the Bubonic Plague.

Year 1300+

Yersinia Pestis
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In sick people, lymph glands  
swell into fist size sacks  

called buboles.  The bacteria  
overpowers people soldier cells.
The sick people die within days.
Half of the infected people and  
animals died in Europe and Asia.

Bubonic Plague
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People then did not know about 
Science.  They did not know  

that microscopic bacteria exists.
People did practice social  

distancing to prevent spreading 
the plague.  However, for  

hundreds of years the  
plague kept on returning.

plague doctor
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Today, Antibiotics can cure  
the Bubonic Plague and many  

bacteria caused diseases.
Currently, antibiotics do not  

work on some bacteria caused
diseases like the Superbug MRSA.

Not all diseases are caused by bacteria.

MRSA
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THREE, Viruses

Viruses are hundreds of  
times smaller than bacteria.

virus

bacteria

Virus size is measure in nanometers  
that are billionths of a meter.
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A virus is a parasite, a hi-jacker.
Nano-size viruses have spikes  

or mosquito like spears.  Viruses  
use them to bite into cells.

bacterium
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To Recap, DNA is  
directions that make cells  
and tell them how to work.

Viruses DO NOT have their own cells.  Virus  
DO have bits of DNA codes.  Like parasites, 

they bite plant, animal and human cells.

DNA Sequencing COVID-19
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A virus hi-jacks or forces  
the host cell to make more  

copies of the virus.  The new  
viruses burst from the cell and 
move on to infect more cells.

bacterium

start

end
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These are examples of  
viruses.  Notice the spikes  
that bite into host cells.

Also, this virus, called bacteriophage,  
looks like a nano-size spider.

bird flu virus flu virus

phage virus
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When viruses infect us,  
our cells make special

chemical antibodies.  They  
are like secret messages  

that identify the virus invaders. 
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Acting on the antibodies, our  
soldier cells kill the viruses.
Sometime human cells win.

Sometimes the viruses win.
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FOUR, Virus Pandemics
Over centuries, pandemics of 

Smallpox kill 500 million people.

As a success story, by 1980 people worked  
together to wipe out smallpox disease.  

Smallpox virus

Smallpox
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About 100 years ago,  
the Spanish Flu virus spread

around a world weakened by war.

It is guessed that, 500 million people got sick.  
50 million died. (10%)

flu virus
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People make yearly flu shots to  
prevent common flu pandemics.
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For decades, people donated money  
to the March of Dimes.  In 1955,  

people find a cure to virus caused Polio.
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In 2020, COVID-19  
virus causes a Pandemic.
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7) Pandemics

People practice social  
distancing and better hygiene  
to prevent spreading the virus.
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Scientist work together  
to find ways to treat and try  
to find a cure to COVID-19. 

Gene Science helps the search for cures.
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FIVE, Genes

To recap, DNA is the  
design that makes our cells.
A Gene is a small set of links  

in the long DNA chain.

DNA

cell

genes
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Genes give us our traits.  For  
example, genes cause the colors of  

our eyes and hair and our height too.   
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Genes also tell my cells what to do.  
Cell parts called ribosomes read bits 

of DNA to make action proteins.

atoms proteins
Proteins are chemicals that power body actions.   

We grow, digest and get energy because of proteins.

IN ASSEMBLE OUT
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Much of my body is made  
of proteins too.  This includes  

my muscles and organs.

Proteins are also building blocks for much of my body.
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To recap, proteins are work orders,  
that tell my body what to do like 

breath air and digest food.
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Also, Body cells only live so long.   
We constantly make new cells. 

decades

weeksdays

years years
Free Use

pamdavidson

Proteins are needed for new cell growth.   
Proteins help repair cells like when a cut heals too.
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So how do Genes lead to diseases?
Sometimes people inherit  

genes that do not work right.

Genes cause these diseases.

cystic
fibrosis

sickle cell 
anemia
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Sometime external influences,  
change or mutate our genes.

When this happens,  
it causes our next pandemic.

chemicals

DNA
copy

mutate
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SIX, Cancers

Normal cells orderly grow and  
stop growing per our DNA plans.

Cancer is when abnormal  
cells grow out of control.

cancer
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Plants, animals and  
people can get cancer.

Cancer can affect anywhere in the body.

Turtle with  
cancer tumors

Tree 
cancer.

Human  
lung 

cancer
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Let’s look at the kinds, causes and  
cures of cancer!  Cancer is often  

named for the place where it occurs.

Like bad apples in barrels,  
cancer cells spread throughout bodies.

Examples of Cancers.



Today, we treat it by killing  
cancer cells without

hurting the good cells inside us.

radiation therapy

chemotherapy

51



Gene Therapy treats some  
cancers by fixing the negative  
effects at the cellular level.

52



Today, Scientist try to cure cancer  
by changing DNA with Gene Splicing.

53

Getty Images Fair Use
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SEVEN, Cures

Throughout time, people work hard  
to come up with cures for pandemics. 
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In 1796, this guy created  
a vaccine for Smallpox. In the past,  
Smallpox killed half a billion people. 

Today,  people around the world  
are currently cured of Smallpox.

Edward
Jenner
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With Science and the courage to  
try, people learn how to make  

more vaccines, also called shots. 
The shots give our soldier cells tools 
to fight diseases before we get sick.

Antibodies

phagocyte

viruses
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In the 1950’s, people work together  
to pay for and create polio vaccines.   

Next, the life saving shots are  
shared with people around the world. 

Dr. Salk
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There are also cautions  
for us today.  Currently, these  

diseases  do not have cures. 

HIV Virus Hepatitis Virus

Plasmodium
falciparium

Malaria is caused by a single cell parasite protozoan.
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Here are more examples,  
where people successfully make  

vaccines to cure pandemics. 

measles

chick pox

whooping cough 
bacteria
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Cures for many  
cancers are also in work. 

DNA
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To recap, DNA is amazing.  
DNA makes our cells  

and tells them how to work. 
Our DNA also adapts to make  

specific antibodies that identify  
and kill bacteria and virus invaders. 

soldier cell
germ
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There is hope!  As we learn  
more about the Science of our  

own immune systems.  We discover 
new ways to cure more diseases. 

The best way to stop pandemics,  
is to find cures for their causes.
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To close, pandemics are caused  
by bacteria, viruses and cancers. 
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In the past, bacteria  
cause pandemic plagues  
that kill many people.  

Today, antibiotics help people  
fight many bacterial diseases. 
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Viruses cause pandemics too.   
Today, people apply Science  

with shots to give our soldier  
cells tools to fight viral diseases. 
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Cancers impact  
people worldwide. 
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With Science and shots, our  
cell-size, immune systems are  

constantly at war to cure sicknesses. 

Shots help our bodies make antibodies.   
They identify bacteria and virus invaders. 

Antigens
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The fight to prevent pandemics, 
starts deep inside each one of us. 

Our soldier cells called phagocytes,  
kill the invaders to keep us health.
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Our integrated immune systems, with 
lymph and soldier cells, daily battle 
germ invaders to keep us all alive.  

Life is complicated and simply precious.

Our 
soldier cells

germ
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Pandemics - ONE PAGER
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Answer
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What are the causes  
and cures of pandemics?

Tiny microbes, called germs like  
bacteria and viruses cause pandemics.  

Also, out of control DNA / Genes  
cause cancers. 

At first, we focus on ways to  
treat the symptoms of sick people. 

Next, our aim is to prevent  
pandemics.  We limit contact,  
social distance and improve  

hygiene and cleanliness. 
With Science, people create  
cures to worldwide diseases. 
This includes antibiotics to  

fight bacteria diseases. 
Also, people make shots to help  
our soldier cells kill viruses that  
cause diseases.  Gene Science  

works to correct faulty DNA codes  
to cure root causes of cancers.
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VIDEO

Welcome to - Pandemics,  
Causes and Cures.  This is  
the true story of bacteria, 
viruses and cancers.  People 
work together to create cures.  



This is the true story of the causes and cures  
of pandemics,  We start with the spread of  
bacteria and virus germs.  We carry on to  
understand cells and cancers.  With hope,  
we see the successes like Smallpox and Polio.   
People continue to work together to create cures.

Pandemics


